PREGAME: Dolphins vs Ravens
Written by Matt Kent
Saturday, 18 October 2008 11:27

CAN MIAMI GET BACK TO WINNING?

Greg Camarillo gave tge fins their only win in 2007. Can Miami get back on track?
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The only win the Miami Dolphins had in 2007 came agains the Baltimore Ravens and few of us
will forget the euphoria that we felt to just to win one game. But this year is a different year and
these are two different teams. This is particularly the case in Miami where the Dolphins are now
2-3 and have turned the NFL on its head with the Wildcat formation. With this exciting new
formation the Fins have found a way to win on offense with an inferior passing game and by
taking advantage of Ronnie Brown's physical talents. The defense however has become a
varitable Jekyl and Hyde situation where they have looked dominant at times and hapless at
other. How painful was that lfinal texan drive last week?

So in comes Baltimore with rookie QB Joe Flacko who looks to rebound from some shaky
outings the last two weeks. They also bring that always tough and always physical defense that
is anchored by linebacker Ray Lewis. This is a great week to see how the young Miami team
counces back after a crushing loss to the Texans. Partuclarly on defense where they gave up
379 passing yards. If ever there was a chance to make the statmeent that this is a different
Miami team this is the game to do it. In the last seven years we have seen the team buckle
under adversity and hang their heads when things went wrong. Can this younger, faster and
hungier team prove that the Patriots and Chargers game were not flukes? Can Ronnie and the
Wildcat find some room against the stingy Raven defense?

TALK ABOUT YOUR GAME THOUGHTS IN THEFINHEAVEN FORUMS!

THE INTERNETS LARGEST MIAMI DOLPHIN COMMUNITY
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